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Digital media market
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Evolution of the TV value chain
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Not a chain anymore ...
Nooren 2014: the converged media-internet-telecom web
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Multiplication of gates
•

•

•

•

•

Before: access granted to a small number of
content providers  public responsibility
Now: abundance of sources + the gates
multiplied beyond all control  less
transparency and no public responsibility
The ability to communicate does not equals to
the ability to be heard/seen
Gates and gatekeepers are still a critical part of
the information landscape
Regulatory challenges: complexity of media
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Digital intermediaries
•

•

•

•

Direct the traffic online (pre-select and filter):
hosting, ISPs, search engines, VSPs, social
media, recommendation systems...
Automated decision-making of technical
systems that are man-made and learn from the
human activities online (social bias)
Just reproducing or creating social inequality?
The lack of regulation and professional
standards + more and more blocking,
takedown interventions from the states
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(Non)linear consumption
•

•

•

•

Multiplication of thematic channels led to a
fragmentation of the TV audience at the
expense of the main historical public/private TV
On the other hand, the audience of online
video is shared between a limited number of
players, often pan-European
Film on-demand has almost multiplied by five
its revenues in EU over 2010-2014; reaching
€524 million in 2014
Dominance of US production, only 27% of films
in VOD catalogues are of EU-28 origin
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Business models
•

•

•

•

•

OTT= content delivered over the Internet without the
involvement of the operator (live/streamed or VOD)
VOD= video on demand, not necessarily OTT
SVOD= subscription VOD is a type of service, user gets into
a (monthly) subscription agreement and can watch
everything what’s offered without limits (Netflix)
TVOD= transactional VOD, free sign up, pay per use (iTunes)
AVOD= advertising VOD, ad-based, seemingly free; users
pay with their attention to ads (YouTube)
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Availability of VoD services in Europe

•
•
•
•
•

Pan-EU/pan-regional + national on-demand AV services on the rise
EU services mainly operated by AV or telco players
International services mostly offered by tech players
Netflix in every European country since beginning of 2016
In UK Netflix had 71.1% of the SVOD market in 2015
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Origin of VoD services in EU
60 % VOD established
outside the country of
reception in 2013

Source: European
Audiovisual Observatory, 2013
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Origin of VoD services in EU
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EU Digital Single Market Strategy
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•

EUIncreased
Digital transborder
Single Market
Strategy
circulation
of TV services

•

Facilitated licensing of television services (for
cross-border viewing)

•

Harmonization of copyright protection of AV
works

•

Proposal for a Regulation on cross-border
portability of online content services in the
Internal Market (COM (2015) 627 final,
09.12.2015) http
://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/HIS/?uri=celex:
14
52015PC0627

•

DSMS
mid-term
review
May 2017
(in the middle
of the EC mandate)

•

Further actions on data economy, cyber security,
online platforms

•

35 proposals and policy initiatives to remove
existing online barriers

•

Success: allocation of the 700 MHz band,
portability of online content and wholesale
roaming charges to become law

•

Three critical packages: telecoms package,
copyright and distance selling rules – agreement
expected by 2018
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EU regulation
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Normative context
Valcke 2012
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Types of regulation
•

•

•

•

Content regulation: also top-down / state regulation
Co-regulation: cooperation between industry and
regulator(s) … the regulator entrusts regulation to
the industry, but retains backstop powers to
interveene if the system is not functioning
Self-regulation: the initiative comes from and is
pursued by the industry itself
Governance: all processes of governing, whether
undertaken by a government, market or network,
through the laws, norms, power or language
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AVMS 7 cumulative criteria
1.

2.

a service as defined by Articles 56 and 57 of
the TFEU
under the editorial responsibility of a media
service provider (what is ER / where it lies)

3.

the principal purpose of which

4.

is the provision of programmes

5.

6.

in order to inform, entertain or educate (+ in
order to provide commercial communication,
either TV broadcast or on-demand service )
to the general public
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I. Service / Art 56, 57 TFEU
•

•

•

•

•

Normally for remuneration (direct link between the
remuneration and the provision of service)
Activities of industrial character / commercial character
/ activities of craftsmen / activities of professions
Not necessarily profitable to the provider (non-profit
services can qualify as economic services)
Money can come from anyone: viewers, advertisers,
sponsors, donors, public bodies
Economic activity competing with other services
20

•

Should be assessed on a case-by-case basis

•

Third parties: advertising, sponsorship

•

Viewers: pay-per-view, subscription

•

The State (PSB): fees, subsidies

•

Competition with other services
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II. Editorial responsibility
“which is under the editorial responsibility of a
media service provider”
Recital 25 : “The concept of editorial
responsibility is essential for defining the role of
the media service provider and therefore for the
definition of audiovisual media services.
Member States may further specify aspects of
the definition of editorial responsibility, notably
the concept of ‘effective control’, when adopting
measures to implement this Directive.”
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•

Effective control: some control, not total, also not too
little; if a clear absence of control, it’s not an AVMS;
the exercise of control should be evident in practice

•

Selection: decision-making on inclusion of the
programmes in the service, and not on the choice of
whole channels/services.

•

Organization: TV over the schedule, VOD over the
catalogue

•

Mere technical organisation: a simple database (e.g. in
alphabetical order or upload order) is not an
organisation  not an AVMS
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•

When selection and organisation made by 2 or
more different parties

•

NL: focus on selection: the one who selects is the
most qualified to end violations

•

BE, FR: focus on organisation: the one who
organises the content most qualified to
implement the main regulations (e.g. on
advertising, protection of minors, promotion of
European works)

•

No chance to avoid responsibility if selection and
organisation of programmes divided between
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III. Principal purpose
Recital 28 : “The scope of this Directive should not
cover electronic versions of newspapers and
magazines.”
OFCOM decision upholding The Sun appeal against
ATVOD decision: “It is important to note that Recital
28 is not a blanket exclusion of any material linked to
a newspaper or magazine, or which appears on
websites belonging to their publishers. The AVMS
Directive distinguishes between types of services. It
contains nothing to distinguish between levels of
regulation depending on the identity of service
providers.”
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IV. Provision of programmes
Article 1b : ‘programme’ means a set of
moving images with or without sound
constituting an individual item within a
schedule or a catalogue established by a
media service provider and the form and
content of which are comparable to the
form and content of television broadcasting.
Examples of programmes include featurelength films, sports events, situation
comedies, documentaries, children’s
programmes and original drama;”
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Recital 24 : “It is characteristic of on-demand
audiovisual media services that they are
‘television-like’, i.e. that they compete for the
same audience as television broadcasts, and
the nature and the means of access to the
service would lead the user reasonably to
expect regulatory protection within the scope of
this Directive. /…/ the concept of ‘programme’
should be interpreted in a dynamic way taking
into account developments in television
broadcasting.”
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V. To inform, entertain or educate
•

Recital 22: “For the purposes of this Directive,
the definition of an audiovisual media service
should cover mass media in their function to
inform, entertain and educate the general public,
and should include audiovisual commercial
communication”

•

The definition is so large that can cover anything

•

The criteria are not exclusive

•

Especially when read in combination with article
1a which includes audiovisual commercial
communications
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VI. General public
•

•

•

•

Only AVMS, whether TV or VOD, which are mass
media = intended for reception by, and which could
have a clear impact on, a significant proportion of the
general public
NO activities that are primarily non-economic and not
in competition with TV broadcasting, e.g. private
websites and services providing AV generated by
private users for sharing within communities of
interest.
The intention of the provider (potential audience), not
the result it achieves (real audience)
Out of scope: in-store channels, hotel channels,
airport channels, train station channels etc.
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VII. Electronic communications
•

by electronic communications networks within the
meaning of Article 2 (a): transmission systems
•

•

•

•

•

conveyance of signals by wire, by radio, by optical
or by other electromagnetic means, including
satellite networks, fixed (circuit- and packetswitched, including Internet) and mobile
terrestrial networks, electricity cable systems,
for the purpose of transmitting signals,
networks used for radio and television
broadcasting, and cable television networks,
irrespective of the type of information conveyed.

… everything but cinema and DVD
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Linear / non-linear
•

•

Linear / TV: simultaneous viewing of programmes
on basis of programme schedule defined by the
service provider
Non-linear / VOD: the viewing of programmes at the
moment chosen by the user and at his individual
request on the basis of catalogue

•

2-tiered approach, graduated regulation

•

Reasons for differentiation:
•
•

Degree of users’ control
Impact on society ...
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Technical infrastructure
•

What about technical,
distribution criteria?

•

AVMSD is technologically neutral

•

Important: Always consider the legal person
who holds the editorial responsibility, never
the technical means, infrastructure, network,
server, platforms, IP address that is used for
distribution

•

infrastructure,

Helpful questions: who, which, what, whom
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Licensing and jurisdiction
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Licensing / notification
Recital 20: “No provision of this Directive should
require or encourage Member States to impose new
systems of licensing or administrative authorisation
on any type of audiovisual media service.”
•

Limit the administrative burden

•

Privilege registration/notification to licensing

•

•

•

Regularly assess registration/licensing
procedures
Develop on-line registration forms, possibly prefilled (don’t ask what you already know)
Develop on-line compliance forms (pre-filled)
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Principle based and positive
•
•

•

•

•

•

Limit the scope: in dubio pro libertate
Be practical: focus on principles, potentials risks of
violation these principles and potential tools to solve
them
Be positive: regulation is not just about burdens 
positive, encouraging, participatory aspects
Discuss the creation of potential co-regulation schemes
Encourage the creation of self-regulation schemes and
the adoption of codes of conducts
Empower existing self-regulation schemes
•

Protection of consumers (advertising standards)
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Authorisation
•

•
•
•

•

Just authorization (not licensing) for TV services
distributors/delivery platform operators before
launching the activity
Access Directive (2002/19/EC)
Universal Services Directive (002/22/EC)
Case of DTT: access for AVMS to the capacity of
multiplexes is influenced by licensing or
gatekeeping (also space limitations after some
time)
Remedies: must-carry (imposed on
distributors), must-offer (on broadcasters),
must-find/must-see
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Operators rights & obligations
•

•

•
•

•

Transparency in relation to interconnection and/or
access
Non-discrimination: equivalent conditions in
equivalent circumstances to undertakings
providing equivalent services + ban on favouring
their own services.
Accounting separation, cost recovery, price control
Open access to vital services
Market failure prevention/correction: NRAs
carrying out regular market analyses to determine
operators with significant market power
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Jurisdiction
Country of origin principle (only the law of the
country of origin = where strategic decisions are
made)
•

•

•

•

Freedom of reception (prohibition of
restrictions on the admission of the AVMS from
other countries)
Regulatory arbitrage, regulatory shopping
Permissible derogation for serious violations
and systematic avoidance (stricter) regulation
The process of the European Commission, but
a very narrow interpretation
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Derogation

Source: Valcke
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AVMS review
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Challenges
•

•

•

Main challenges:
•

level playing field for similar/competing services
regardless of their type or origin

•

protection of public interest in the digital
environment

There is a clear need for a media-policy debate on
social media and platforms – and EU is to some
extent carrying it out in the framework of the
AVMSD review
Attention to not repeating past mistakes where
vital regulations were weakened or undermined in
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ERGA recommendations
•

•

•

•

•

Revise the regulatory distinction linear vs. nonlinear content
Harmonise key definitions and concepts
Common technical interface for categorisation
and classification (protection of minors)
Develop efficient, easy and affordable technical
tools
Encourage effective enforcement and shared
responsibilities, self- and co-regulation, but
maintaining the role of state regulation
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ERGA recommendations
•

•

•

•

•

Require more responsibility from industry
Know the players in the content distribution
value chain better
Support media literacy to empower citizens
EU-level sharing of best practice, lessons learned
and research
Consider the implications on plurality, diversity
and consumer protection of the AV platforms
offering own or third party commercial
audiovisual content or intermediaries such as
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Draft new Directive (May 2016)
•

•

•

Further deregulation of advertising; hour limit at
12 min replaced by daily quota of 20% between
07:00 and 23:00
Allowed single advertising spots
Product placement general ban with exceptions
to be replaced by a general permission with
exceptions (in info, consumer, children and
religious programmes) + lifted the prohibition of
attributing undue prominence / suggested
abandonement of the concept of UP
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Draft new Directive (May 2016)
•

•

•

•

Partial deregulation in the field of protection of
minors (abandoned the ban on pornography on
TV), but increased protection on VOD =
unification of the rules for TV and VOD
Co-/self-regulation obligations for videosharing-platforms (VSPs) for hate speech and
protection of minors
More EU AV works on VOD
Strengthening the independence of regulators
and the role of the ERGA
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Main novelties
•

•

•

•

IN: aligned rules for likely to impair content for
all services (TV an on-demand)
OUT: category of content that could seriously
impair
NEW: Co-regulation for video-sharing
platforms (flagging, rating, age-verification,
parental control)
ENCOURAGED: use of descriptors (pictograms)
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•

IN SUM, higher level of protection on non-

New stakeholders: VSP

•

•

•

•

•

Video-sharing platforms: service aimed at storage of
programmes or UGC
Organization determined by the provider, also by
algorithms (hosting, displaying, tagging and sequencing)
Principal purpose: provision of programmes to inform,
entertain or educate
Main commitments: protection of minors, protection
from hate speech, prevention of terrorism; responsibility
for the ads they sell
Means: reporting and rating mechanisms, verification sys
(transparency required), contributing to media literacy,
co-/self-regulation, list of VSPs within the MSs’
jurisdiction
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Co-regulation
•

•

Where possible
Especially art 9 (VSP ACC) and art 12 (PoM) + fatty food,
alcohol,

•

Broadly accepted

•

Clear, ambiguous

•

Monitoring, evaluation

•

Enforcement

•

Also possibility of EU ‘draft’ codes

•

E-Comm + AVMS

•

Directive 2000/31/EC shall apply unless otherwise provided for in this
Directive. In the event of a conflict between a provision of Directive
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Milestones
•

•

•

•

•

The Commission proposal in May 2016 (a part of its
Digital Single Market Strategy)
Under examination in Council during two
presidencies – a progress report presented by the
Slovak Presidency in November 2016.
The Culture and Education Committee (CULT) voted
its report on 25 April 2017
The EP plenary granted a mandate to the CULT
Committee on 17 May to start negotiations with
the Council.

The Council reached the general approach on
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General approach
Agreed:
•

Same rules for TV and VOD

•

Scope extended to VSP

•

•

More effective jurisdiction rules and
strengthened cooperation procedures to deal
cross-border services
It will be easier for a MS to take action if a
programme coming from another MS presents a
serious risk to its public security or public health
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General approach
•

•

•

•

•

30% European AV works quota for VOD
Additionally financial contribution from media
service providers, even if established elsewhere
Stricter rules on alcohol / cigarette advertising.
Other important highlights: independence of
NRAs, safeguard of media pluralism; the
transparency of media ownership and
accessibility for people with disabilities
What’s next? Negotiations with the European
Parliament, with a view to adopting the
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Council of Europe initiatives
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Internet Governance Strategy
2016-2019
•

Building democracy online

•

Ensuring online safety and security

•

Respecting and protecting human rights

The strategy in practice
•

What future for news media and journalism in the
digital world
54

Reuters study commissioned by the CoE, 2016

CDMSI – MSI-NET
2016-2017
•

•

Preparing standard setting proposals on the roles
and responsibilities of Internet intermediaries.
Expected results:
•

draft recommendation by the Committee of
Ministers on Internet intermediaries

•

study on human rights dimensions of automated
data processing techniques (in particular
algorithms) and possible regulatory
implications.
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CDMSI – MSI-NET
Highlights responsibilities
•

•

•

•

•

•

Legality-procedural-oversight safeguards
Legality of state interventions and request
(blocking/takedown, privacy/personal data)
Legal certainty, predictability
Effective remedies for violations (“states guarantee
remedies by intermediaries”)
Reducing legal and practical barriers
Ensuring the policies and regulations directed to
digital intermediaries respect human rights
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CDMSI – MSI-NET
Highlights – intermediaries’ role
•

•

•

•

The responsibility applies regardless of their size,
sector, operational context, ownership or
structure; another factor: severity of the
intermediary’s adverse human rights impacts
Developing / applying private law terms of service
agreements and content restriction policies
should be transparent, accountable and inclusive.
Impact assessments, transparency reports
Access to effective remedies to all
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CDMSI – MSI-NET
Highlights – state responsibilities, cont.
•

•

•

•

Avoiding delegation of responsibilities to
intermediaries without retaining effective control
Implementable and flexible regulations aiming at
the human rights and fundamental freedoms
balance
Full jurisdiction only with respect to Internet
intermediaries located within the state’s territory
for the services provided to users in that territory
Not imposing obligation on Intermediaries to
systematically monitor the activities of their users
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Beyond regulation
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Rethinking regulation foundations
•

Values and goals remain relevant

•

Enforcement becoming increasingly difficult

•

•

•

Knowledge essential (for all the stakeholders,
including the regulators)
Broader picture needed (move from micro
regulation to a helicopter perspective)
From patronizing protection to critical
awareness and negotiated, participatory
regulation
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Media literacy should come into focus
•

•

•

ML as all the technical, cognitive, social, civic and
creative capacities that allow a citizen to access,
have a critical understanding of the media and
interact with it
Enabling people to exercise critical thinking, while
participating in the economic, social and cultural
aspects of society and playing an active role in the
democratic process
Covering all kind of media interactions
(broadcasting, radio, press, the internet, social
media) and addressing the needs of all ages.
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Thanks.
Questions?
tanja@meginstitute.com
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